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Dear Ben,
This submission conveys concerns about the reliability of EIS201900001 on the grounds of
its incomplete response to the requirements of the related Scoping Document NI2019-181
and the flawed record of the proponent in meeting licence conditions and maintaining
avoidance and mitigation measures of the sort which underpin the document's residual risk
assessments.

1 Incomplete responses to Scoping Document NI2019-181

Explanatory notes to the Scoping Document provided by the planning and land authority
within the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate make clear
that the "EIS must conform to the requirements of this scoping document" and "be
provided in the same structure as described in this scoping document as closely as
possible". The notes also require "a table that cross-references the EIS to the scoping
document". Although this table appears in Appendix B of the EIS, cross-referencing is
sometimes only at the section level of the Scoping Document, allowing omissions from the
required scope potentially to pass unnoticed.

The Scoping Document is not a generic checklist but was prepared with specific reference
to the IRRF proposal. Given this, the EIS might have provided some reasoning for not
addressing certain requirements but there are simply unexplained absences, left for the
reader to notice (or not).

Two examples of these absences are:

Scoping Document 6.2 Climate change
Although EIS Appendix B refers the Scoping Document's section 6 Legislative Context to
EIS Chapter 3, that chapter deals only with statutory requirements and offers no response
to 6.2 Climate change. 6.2 advises that the "EIS must include information on how the
proposal will reduce the risks from climate change impacts and include proposed
adaptation measures", as well as addressing "impacts on the local microclimate and how it
will avoid contribution to urban heat and positively contribute to urban cooling measures".

Scoping Document 8.2.2 Traffic and Transport
EIS Appendix B refers the Scoping Document's subsection 8.2.2 to EIS Chapter 6: Traffic
and Transport and Appendix E: Transport Impact Assessment. 8.2.2 lists five (dot pointed)
requirements. The fourth of these calls for the EIS to "describe specific routes for vehicles
transporting asbestos containing materials (ACM) and include associated road safety
procedures in case of incidents during transport".
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If the intention here is to clarify the distances over which ACM will be transported and the
nature of the roads on which it will travel, then EIS Chapter 6 does not respond to this
need at all. Neither "asbestos" nor "ACM" are mentioned in that chapter.

The Transport Impact Assessment in Appendix E appears to be in response to 8.2.2 dot
points one and two and is concerned with movement in the vicinity of the Fyshwick site. It
does not mention cross border transport at all and refers to "asbestos" or "ACM" only in
introducing the nature of the resource recovery facility.

For a proposal making a virtue out of transporting distantly sourced materials, the absence
of any response to 8.2.2 is a critical omission. The lack of information on the specific
routes for vehicles transporting asbestos containing material prevents transport safety risks
from being assessed and denies the opportunity to calculate the energy and emissions
involved in transporting to the ACT for processing.

2 Proponent's Environmental History

The Scoping Document subsection 13.3 Proponent's Environmental History requires
"details of any proceedings under a Commonwealth or Territory law for the protection of
the environment or the conservation and sustainable use of natural resources......". It does
not mention State law. This seems to be a peculiar limitation for a project proposal
designed to operate across the NSW/ACT borders. Nevertheless, the EIS has responded in
Appendix C with details of the Hi-Quality Group's environmental management system, its
corporate environmental policy and a listing of the Group's Environmental Protection
Licences, mentioning eight sites in NSW. These are followed by a statement of the Group's
environmental policy objective ("to minimise the adverse impact on the environment as a
result of our business activities") and the means of achieving it.

Text under the Environmental History heading in Appendix C notes that the "Proponents
environmental performance is a matter of public record and the details are available
online". The most readily available part of that online record comes from media releases of
the NSW Environment Protection Agency which outline actions taken against the Hi-
Quality Group for various breaches of licence conditions over successive years.

EPAMedia15022701 (27.2.2015) records that:
"The NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) has fined Hi-Quality Environment
Services Pty Ltd, the operators of the Rosalind Park Quarry, $15,000 for breaching the
conditions of its Environment Protection Licence (EPL). In November 2013 the EPA
wrote to Hi-Quality seeking the undertaking of a Pollution Reduction Program (PRP) to
investigate how stormwater is managed on site after Hi-Quality reported discharges of
water into the Nepean River from their quarry at Menangle Park in 2011, 2012 and 2013.

During 2014 the EPA sought an update from Hi Quality on this stormwater investigation.
The EPA added a condition to the Hi-Quality Environment Protection Licence in August
2014 directing they complete the investigation by 31 October 2014. Despite several
reminders Hi-Quality [had] not complied with this licence requirement by the due date."

The EPA’s Manager for the Illawarra region at the time observed that "Failing to meet the
deadlines on this PRP is not only a breach of licence but it shows a lack of commitment
from a licensee to improve their company’s performance and minimise the impact of their
activities on the environment and community in a timely and responsive manner".



EPAMedia17020701 (7.2.2017) records that:
"On 7 December 2016, Hi-Quality reported to the EPA that the recycling facility [at St
Mary's] was storing waste materials well above the amount the facility is authorised to
store.

This incident was the fourth time Hi-Quality had exceeded its limit in 12 months, and
came after several warnings from the EPA".

EPAMedia17041801 (18.4.2017) records that:
"The NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) has fined Hi-Quality Waste
Management Pty Ltd a total of $32,500 and issued an Official Caution for multiple
incidents at their Minda landfill which included a failure to apply appropriate cover to
waste onsite, the alleged unlawful disposal of waste tyres and not paying waste levies.

EPA Officers inspected the Minda landfill in Windellama near Goulburn in October 2016
as part of a routine compliance operation. During the inspection, officers found that waste
onsite was not being covered properly as required by the company’s environment
protection licence, putting the surrounding environment at an elevated risk and hampering
effective management of the landfill, attracting a $15,000 penalty.

The inspection also revealed that Hi-Quality had disposed of more than 1200 waste tyres
outside of the approved landfill cell. The company failed to report the receipt of the tyres
and did not pay waste levy contributions for these tyres. Hi-Quality has been fined $8,000
and ordered to appropriately dispose of the tyres.

Officers also found that Hi-Quality had failed to properly record and report the receipt of
670 tonnes of wood waste that was stockpiled on site. The EPA has fined Hi-Quality a
further $9,500 and ordered it to remove the stockpiled wood waste from site."

EPAMedia17080102 (1..8.2017) records that:
The NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) has fined Hi-Quality Waste
Management Pty Ltd a total of $64,500 for offences at its St Mary’s and Bringelly
facilities, including license breaches by accepting asbestos waste, and non-compliance
with other license conditions.

At its Bringelly facility, Hi-Quality was fined a total of $19,500 for accepting and
processing asbestos waste and allowing asbestos and high concentrations of lead to
contaminate stockpiles of excavated natural material. It was also penalised for failing to
submit information and records to the EPA by a statutory deadline.

EPA officers visiting the Bringelly facility in November 2016 found two stockpiles of
what was supposed to be excavated natural material only. On testing the two stockpiles,
the EPA confirmed the presence of asbestos as well as higher-than-allowed lead
concentrations. Samples taken from other stockpiles also confirmed the presence of
asbestos.

Hi-Quality was also fined $30,000 and issued two Official Cautions for contravening
licence conditions at its St Mary’s facility.

In December 2014, the EPA issued a license variation to Hi-Quality to try to improve
environmental performance and process management at the facility.



This required a Pollution Reduction Program, including dust management measures and
additional financial assurance to ensure Hi-Quality has funds available for remedial works
at the site if the EPA deems them necessary. EPA officers visiting the site in February
2017 found Hi-Quality had not completed the required works.

Separately, Hi-Quality was fined $15,000 for non-compliance with a January 2017 Clean-
Up notice for stockpiles of asbestos-contaminated waste it had unlawfully stored at the St
Mary’s facility since 2012."

The critically important residual risk assessments in the EIS depend on proposed
avoidance and mitigation measures being diligently and consistently applied. If the
commitments made in the EIS are not fulfilled in practice, then the magnitude of risks will
revert to a higher level and the reassurances offered in the EIS will become groundless.

In EIS Appendix C, the proponent had the opportunity to discuss past breaches by the Hi-
Quality Group and to state what has been learned and what has been done to avoid
recurrences. The absence of such reflection does not encourage confidence in future
operations on the Fyshwick site.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these concerns.

Yours faithfully, 


